
Suggested English Language Activities from Ms. Turtle 

For Senior Infants Ms. Wall and Ms. Hennessy 

Week beginning 27th April 2020 

                                                  Monday 27th 

Sing the days of the week song. Today is… Yesterday was… Tomorrow will be… 

Talk about the weather today. E.g. It is a sunny/rainy/windy day. It is hot/cold.  

Go to www.twinkl.ie/offer  and enter the code IRLTWINKLHELPS to join for free. Talk about and describe 

each farm animal in the powerpoint www.twinkl.ie/resource/cfe-dr-11-farm-animals-drama-powerpoint. E.g. 

This is a pig, It is pink, It has 2 ears, It has 2 eyes, It has a mouth, It has a tail. The pig likes mud. This is a 

cow. It says moo. It is brown and white. It eats grass. It gives us milk. 

Listen and draw: Draw a pig, draw a cow, draw a sheep, draw a goat, draw a horse, draw a donkey, draw a duck 

and draw a chicken. 

Listen and colour: Colour the pig pink, colour the cow black and white, colour the sheep white, colour the goat 

brown, colour the horse brown, colour the donkey grey, colour the duck brown and black, colour the chicken 

yellow. 

                                                   Tuesday 28th 

Sing the days of the week song. Today is… Yesterday was… Tomorrow will be… 

Talk about the weather today. E.g. It is a sunny/rainy/windy day. It is hot/cold.  

 Talk about and describe each farm animal in the powerpoint www.twinkl.ie/resource/cfe-dr-11-farm-animals-

drama-powerpoint. 

Play the game Simon says: Simon Says be a dog, Simon Says be a cat, Simon Says be a chicken, Simon Says be 

a sheep etc. 

Using playdough: Make some farm animals e.g. a sheep, a cow, a horse, a goat etc. Talk about what you made. 

                                                  Wednesday 29th 

Sing the days of the week song. Today is… Yesterday was… Tomorrow will be… 

Talk about the weather today. E.g. It is a sunny/rainy/windy day. It is hot/cold.  

Go to the website www.rainbow.cjfallon.ie/#/  Junior Infants Unit 10 On the Farm. Talk about the farm 

poster. Tell Mam/Dad everything you can about the poster using full sentences. 

Play vocabulary games 1, 2,3 and 4 

Listen to the song Old McDonald had a farm in Lesson 4 and sing along to the song.  
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Make the sound that each animal and makes Mam/Dad guess the animal. Mam/Dad makes the animal sound and 

you guess the animal. 

 

                                                      Thursday 30th 

Sing the days of the week song. Today is… Yesterday was… Tomorrow will be… 

Talk about the weather today. E.g. It is a sunny/rainy/windy day. It is hot/cold.  

Using farm toys you have at home make a play farm and talk about it. Play a farm game with the farm/animals 

you have made.  

Talk about your favourite farm animal and why you like it. Draw a picture of your favourite farm animal and 

write 3 or 4 simple sentences about it. 

Listen to the story Farmer Duck by Martin Waddell www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gug6P8I1q6c Talk about the 

story and your favourite part of the story. 

 

                                                       Friday 1st 

Catch up on any work not completed. 
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